
 
 

 COURSE OUTCOMES
 First Semester  BHM 

 

 

 
 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Describe the fundamentals of cooking in a professional kitchen (C1) 

 Illustrate cooking methods with regards to taste and texture (C2) 

 Infer the criterion/ parameters of food commodities (C4) 

 Describe application of stocks (C1) 

 Describe types of Appetizers and Salads (C1) 

 Describe classification of soup (C1)   
 

 

    At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Comprehend the employment opportunities available in the hospitality 

and catering industry [PO #1; C2] 

 Describe the service provided in different food and beverage outlets and 

their characteristics and operational styles [PO #1; C1] 

 Describe the structure and organisation of the food & beverage 

department in various operations [PO #1; C1] 

 Recall characteristics, use , and care  of commonly used  foodservice 

equipment [PO #1; C1] 

 Explain food service techniques [PO #1; C2] 

Recognize different menu styles and recall representative dishes from 

each course [PO #1; C1] 

 

 

   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Explain fundamental concepts of Tourism and Hospitality with their 

historical and current trends 

 Identify hotels by classification criteria and international standards 

 Relate aspects of service with hotel products, identify the types of rooms 

and their rates with meal plans 

 Identify types of hotel guests with their needs and preferences and be able 

to follow them through the guest cycle 

 

 
 

 At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Describe the Importance of Housekeeping department and its role in the 

hospitality sector. (PO#1; C1) 

 Describes and applies managerial functions in housekeeping department 

(PO#1; C1) 

 Communicate effectively with other departments (PO#4, A) 

 Recollect characteristics, use and care of various cleaning agents and 

equipment’s for various surfaces. (PO#1; C1) 

 

 
   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 Distinguish among various levels of organizational communication and 

communication barriers while developing an understanding of 

Communication as a process in an organization.  (PO4) (PO10) (C2) 

 Identify common barriers to communication in organizations (PO4) 

(C4) 

 Demonstrate his/her ability to write error free while making an optimum 

use of correct Business Vocabulary & Grammar (PO4) (C3) 

 Draft effective business correspondence with brevity and clarity (PO4) 

(C5) 

 Create a professional resume that highlights your accomplishments and 

professional skills. (PO4) (C5) 

 Demonstrate their verbal and non-verbal communication ability through 

presentations. (PO4) (C3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Identify kitchen equipment and tools (C3, A2) 

 Develop cooking skills in foundation level (C5, P3, A2) 

 Prepare Soups according to the classification (C3, P3, A2) 

 Apply knowledge of cooking methods (C3, P3, A2) 

 Demonstrate ability to make Mother sauces and derivatives (C3, P3, A2) 

 Develop skills of making classical Sandwiches (C5, P3, A2) 

 Develop skills in Egg cookery (C5, P3, A2)   

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Displays personal hygiene as applicable in the context of food service 

operations [PO #1; P2] 

 Identify and state the use of commonly-used restaurant equipment [PO #1; 

C1] 

 Proceeds to carry out a variety of preparatory tasks and duties within the 

food and beverage service area [PO #1; P2] 

 Follow sequence to serve food and beverage according to established 

systems and procedures [PO #1; P3] 

 Follow tasks to maintain the cleanliness and tidiness of service areas [PO 

#1; P3] 

 Demonstrate ability to work with others to support a shared purpose [PO #3; 

A3] 

 Display understanding of the importance of effective development and 

expression of ideas through written, oral and visual communication [PO #4; 

P2] 

 

 

 

BHM 143 - Fundamentals of Food & Beverage Service  

BHM 145 - Fundamentals of Front Office Operations  

FBHM 147 - Fundamentals of Housekeeping Operations  

BHM 149 - Business communication 

BHM 153 - Fundamentals of Food & Beverage Service  

BHM 151 - Fundaments of Food Production  

BHM 155 - Fundamentals of Front Office Operations  

 Demonstrate the grooming standards in Front Office 

 Display the necessary communication skills particularly oral communication 

skills like reading, listening, presentation and public speaking skills, 

business development skills 

 Understand body language and also develop emotional intelligence and soft 

skills. 

 Telephone skills in Front Office   

 Demonstrate functions of Front Office Department with an understanding 

their operational processes. 

 Learn on meeting guests through role plays and case studies 

 Learn the salesmanship skills of the Front Office in selling and upselling the 

product 

 
BHM 157 - Fundamentals of Housekeeping Operations   

 Identification of different mechanical equipment and electrical 

equipment. 

 Selection of appropriate equipment according to the requirement. 

 To use the correct procedures in accordance with manufacturer’s 

instructions when operating cleaning equipment. 

 To Handle and use cleaning chemicals safely and wear appropriate 

protective clothing for all cleaning tasks. 

 To clean sanitary fittings using the appropriate methods and materials. 

 Various methods of cleaning. 
 Identify different Guest rooms and their layout  

 Identify and handle various cleaning equipment’s  

 Identify and clean various surfaces.  

 Identify different stains and removal procedure.  

 Identify and use of various cleaning agents.  

 Set up the Maids Trolley  

 Make the beds (including the turn down service).  

 Identify public areas and the cleaning procedure for the same.  

 Identify different surfaces, methods of polishing and cleaning. 

 Guest room cleaning cycle. 

 Identification of kinds of stains and methods of treating them. 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 



 
 

 COURSE OUTCOMES
 Second Semester  BHM 

 

 

 
 

 
At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Discuss foundations of Baking techniques. (C2) 

 Describe the steps in the production of yeast goods, the factors affecting 

yeast dough making. (C2) 

 Differentiate between lean dough, rich dough variations and 
Viennoisserie preparations. (C4) 

 Interpret production of breads, pastries, cakes and cookies.(C1) 

 Differentiate role of ingredients in respect to bakeshop products.(C2) 

 Describe techniques of laminating dough. (C2) 

 Explain making of Puff pastry and its variations (C2) 

 Discuss making of cakes and differentiate between types of cakes. (C2) 

 Explain mixing process and make up techniques of making cookies.(C3) 
 

 

    At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Outline the classification of non-alcoholic beverages [PO #1; C1] 

 Comprehend production, preparation and service  of tea, coffee and 

cocoa [PO #1; C2] 

 Explain various approaches to conserve resources as practised by the 
food service industry [PO #6; C2] 

 Explain the process of tobacco cultivation [PO #1; C2] 

 State the steps involved in the production of cigar [PO #1; C1]  

 Summarize the purchase, storage, and service standards for cigar [PO 
#1; C2] 

 

 
   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Get an insight into the tourism and hospitality industry through the 

contributions of travel agents and airlines 
 Learn the basic concepts of rates, meal plans, display materials and house 

rules.  

 Examine the basic concepts and processes of reservations through the 
manual and automated processes of reservation  

 Understand how to effectively manage the reservation activities of the 
Front Office department 

 Know about the legal aspects that affect hotel operations particularly from 

both Guest and Front Office perspectives  
 Understand the role of the Front Office in selling and upselling the product 

 

 At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Describe the Importance of Guestrooms to a guest and the rules to follow 
on guest floors. (PO#3; A3) 

 Evaluates the work done at housekeeping department technically. (PO#1; 
C1) 

 List the standard contents of a guest room. (PO#1; C1) 
  Discuss the importance and role of the housekeeping control desk. (PO# 2; 

C1) 

 Develop inspection checklists and the crucial role played by a 
Housekeeping supervisor. (PO#1; C1) 

 

 
   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 Explain hazards, food borne illnesses and its control (C3,A2) 

 Describe flow of food according to HACCP guidelines,  
 List principles of HACCP (C1,A2) 
 Demonstrate good personal hygiene (C3,A2) 

 Explain  the concept of cleaning and sanitation, sanitisers used in hotel 
industry, pest control procedures (C2,A2) 

 Apply the knowledge about the sustainability, environmental issues, 
reducing carbon foot prints and the waste management in a hotel premises 
(C3,A2) 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
                                                                    

                           

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Describe basic Fundamentals of Nutrition and identify the classes of 

nutrients and their characteristics. (C1,A2, P4) 

 Impart knowledge of all macro and micro nutrients and their role in 
promotion of health. Prepare and calculate nutritionally sound menus for 

the Hospitality industry (C2, P4)  

 Know the changes and factors which affect texture and consistency that 

take place when heat is applied to macronutrients. (C2) 

 Understand structure and functions of different nutrients in processed 

foods and detection of adulterants in common food. Also state the 
benefits of consuming functional foods.(C3, A3)  

 Understand special hereditary and current non-communicable diseases 

diet needs and cater for such customers. (C2) 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 Understand diverse cultures and a range of ways of expression and 

communication with other speakers of the foreign language in a variety 
of contexts (PO4) (C2) 

 Communicate effectively in both official and foreign languages which 
will enhance the opportunities in terms of their employability in business 

and leisure through the skills they acquire from learning a foreign 
language. (PO4) (C3) 

 

 

BHM 144 - Intermediate course in Food & Beverage Service  

BHM 146 -Intermediate Course in Front Office Operations  

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 

 Identifying different types of passports and visas brought in 

by guests 
 Ability to handle reservation operations and management 

 Ability to forecast future occupancy and revenues 
 Ability to apply selling techniques on guests while interacting 

with them 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 

 

 Display the ability to carry out a variety of preparatory tasks and duties 
within the food and beverage service area [PO #1; P2] 

 Display meeting with, greeting, and interacting positively with 

customers [PO #1; P2] 
 Follow the sequence to correctly serve food and beverage in restaurant 

and in-room dining setting [PO #1; P2] 
 Display speed and efficiency, and within typical workplace time 

constraints [PO #1; P2] 

 Demonstrate ability to work with others to support a shared purpose 
[PO #3; A3] 

 Follow effective expression of ideas through written, oral and visual 
communication [PO #4; P3] 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 
 Apply the foundations of Baking techniques. (C3) 

 Illustrate the steps in the production of yeast goods, and 
demonstrate understanding of the factors affecting yeast 
dough making. (C2, A2,P2) 

 Develop skill of preparing assortments of lean dough, rich 
dough variations and Viennoisserie preparations. (P4,A2) 

 Differentiate role of ingredients for each bakeshop 
products.(C2,A2) 

 Display techniques of laminating dough. (P4.A2) 

 Explain making of Puff pastry and its variations (C2) 
 Demonstrate skills of making cakes and differentiate 

between types of cakes. (C2,P4, A2) 
 Understand mixing process and make up techniques of 

making cookies.(C2) 

 Create theme based cakes and cookies.(P5,A2) 



   

 COURSE OUTCOMES

      T                         Third Semester  DAN Second Semester BHM 
  

 

 
   

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 BHM 162 - Intermediate course in Housekeeping Operations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   At the end of this course, students should be able 

to- 

 

 Identification of different mechanical equipment C1  

 Identification of location/area C1 
 Selection of appropriate equipment according to the requirement P3 P4 
 Handling, upkeep and storage of equipment and material P4 

 Identification of appropriate procedure C1 
 Identification of  area in the room C1 

 Selection of appropriate equipment  and linen according to the requirement 
P3 

 Time taken speed, cleanliness maintained P5 

 Handling, upkeep and storage of equipment and material P4 
 Understand Theoretical knowledge C1 

 Bed linen handling  
 Understand how forms are used to record and transfer information’s among 

housekeeping shifts C1 

 Understanding risk and preventive measures C1 



 

BHM 247 - Accommodation Operations - 1  

 

 COURSE OUTCOMES
 Third Semester  BHM 

 

 

 
 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Demonstrate the ability to plan Menu on basis of given resource (C3) 

 

 

    At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Identify international and other major grape varieties and their 

characteristics [PO #1; C1] 

 Outline the basic steps of viticulture and vinification processes [PO #1; 

C2] 

 Summarize wine classification and regulation systems [PO #1; C1] 

 Interpret various components of wine label [PO #1; C3] 

 Discuss wine faults and storage conditions [PO #1; C2] 

 Explain the production process of brewed beverages – beer and sake 

[PO #1; C2] 

 

 

   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Explain the function of the Front of Office, describe the types of service 

offered and the role Front of Office within the organisation.(C1)  

 Explain the key elements of communication, Explain how a knowledge 

of demographics, culture, nationality in gathering information, about 

guests needs, Demonstrate basic communication skills, Show how to 

gather information when dealing with guests. (C1, C2)  

 Describe the different stages when checking in guests, demonstrate how 

to check in a guest, demonstrate how to respond to guest, requests 

during check in, demonstrate an understanding of limits of authority, 

demonstrate how to identify guests needs and additional level of 

service. (C1, C2) 

 Describe the procedures that should be implemented when guests are 

departing, describe the types of problems that can occur when a guest is 

checking out, explain limits of authority, and demonstrate the correct 

procedure for checking out a guest. (C1)  

 Describe how to handle complaints, demonstrate how to manage guest 

feedback and complaints. (C1,C2) 

 

 

 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Classify different types of fiber, yarn, and fabric by its characteristics 

(PO#1; C1)  

 List the activities carried out in the linen room. (PO#1; C1) 

 Describe the linen exchange procedure, establish par stock of lien and 

explain the importance on various aspects of linen control.  (PO#1; C2) 

 Discuss the designing of uniforms for hotel staff (PO#1; C1) 

 Outline the advantages of providing staff uniform and establishing par 

levels for uniforms (PO#1; C1) 

 List the activities carried out in the sewing room as well as chalk out the 

job descriptions and job specifications of the seamstress/tailor. (PO#1; 

C1) 

 Identify the types of laundries and the planning and layout of an on-

premises laundry. (PO#1; C1) 

 Describe the flow process of laundry, the wash cycle and handling guest 

laundry.  (PO#1; C2)  

 
   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 Demonstrate knowledge of quantitative techniques and its applications 

in the hospitality industry (PO #1; C3) 

 Create and interpret summaries of data by using appropriate tables and 

graphs for handling any given business situation (PO# 1, PO# 8;  C5) 

 Calculate and apply measures of central tendencies and dispersion  

(PO#1, PO#8; C4) 

 Calculate and interpret results of time series analysis (PO#1, PO#8; C4) 

 

 

 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Demonstrate essential knowledge and skills to be competent managers in 

the hospitality industry. PO#3, C4 

 Evaluate and respond to tactical and strategic issues of concern to 

organisations in hospitality industry. PO#8, C6 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 Demonstrate ability to identify commodities and discuss market forms 

available in local market. (C2,C3) 

 Demonstrate the ability to select appropriate cooking techniques 

according to the characteristics of commodities and menu. (C2, P3)  

 Display the ability to prepare French, European and Breakfast menus. 

(P3,P4)  

 

 

BHM 243 - Wine and Brewed Beverages  

BHM 245 - Front Office Management I 

BHM 249 - Statistics for Management Decision Making  

BHM 253 - Intermediate Course in Food Production  

BHM 251 - Hospitality Accounting  

BHM 255 - Advanced Course in Bakery & Patisserie 
() 
 Demonstrate the art of assembling and plating desserts. (P5,A3) 

 Illustrate the skills of decorating cakes and create  signature cake 

decorations (P5,A3) 

 Describe latest trends in production of a variety of contemporary 

desserts.(C2,A2) 

 Display mastery over fundamentals of baking and patisserie techniques. 

(P5,A3) 

 Exhibit ability to lead and perform with the team.(P6,A3) 

 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 

BHM 257 - Restaurant service  

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 
 Follow standards of food and beverage service in restaurant environment 

[PO #1; P3] 

 Recall culinary terms used in context of food service [PO #1; C1] 

 Apply suggestive selling skills [PO #1; C3] 

 Display ability to work with others to support a shared purpose [PO #3; P5] 

 Display effective expression of ideas through written, oral and visual 

communication [PO #4; P4] 

BHM 259 - Advanced Course in Front Office Operations 
() 

 Use various forms, formats and registers maintained in the front office 

department of a large hotel in paper form or on the PMS (C1)  

 Communicate effectively with guests, colleagues and staff from other 

departments of the hotel verbally including on telephone, in writing and 

body language (C1)  

 Use the information available discreetly ensuring safety, security and 

privacy of guest, colleagues and organisation (C1) 

 Do hands on practices of computer application (Hotel Management System) 

related to Front Office procedures (C2) 

 Identify the characteristics and benefits of great customer service. Describe 

the importance of product knowledge to organisational success (C1) 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 

BHM 261 - Accommodations Operations 1  

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 
 Understand the Types of laundry and linen hire Equipment’s and 

machines: 

 List the essential laundry equipment, aids and materials and discuss 

the laundry process. C1  

 To identify and remove stains appropriately 

 Various hygiene related steps taken care in hospitals. C4 

 To provide the students an opportunity to conduct original research on 

a subject of interest. C1 

 Addresses any contemporary issues or challenges in Hospitality 

Operations. C1 

 Provides solution and attends to operational issues of Hospitality 

Operations. C5 



 
 

 COURSE OUTCOMES
 Fourth Semester  BHM 

 

 

 
 

 
At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Describes the most effective solution for hiring the most qualified 

candidate. (PO#1; C2) 

 Create a training from several sources to solve various problems in the 

Housekeeping. (PO#1; C2) 
 Describe various measures adapted by hospitality operation to ensure 

guest and employee safety (PO#1; C1) 
 Explains various  procedures to be followed for given situation (PO#1; 

C5) 

 Identify common pest found hospitality operations (PO#1; C1) 

 Explain the various the methods of controlling pest  (PO#1; C1) 
 Understand various elements and principles of design even for a 

physically challenged room. (PO#1; C1) 

 Describe the significant role played by colour, light, floor, wall and 

ceilings in interior decoration of a hotel.  (PO#1; C2) 
 

 
    At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Outline the basic steps of distillation processes [PO #1; C1]  

 Summarize the two styles of distillation processes [PO #1; C2]  

 Calculate standard drinks for alcoholic beverages [PO #1; C3]  

 Explain the production process of spirit (brandy, whisky, rum, gin, 
vodka, tequila), liqueur and vermouth [PO #1; C2]  

 Recall common brands of spirits, liqueur, bitter, and aromatised wine 

[PO #1; C1] 
 

   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Explain on how to exercise credit control measures to ensure healthy 

cash flow (C2)   
 Deal with social skills, guest relations & handling guest complaints & 

problems(C2)   

 Describe various concepts involved in establishing room rates & 
deciding what price to sell the product so as to cover costs & profits(C3)  

 Describe the procedures of front office department dealing with 
forecasting, budgeting & evaluations the operations & taking corrective 
measures(C3)  

 Describe various concept involved in revenue management & yield 
management in order to achieve profit maximisation. (C3) 

 
 

 At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Understand the fundamentals of Indian Cuisine C1, A2  
 Explain the basic cooking methods and techniques C2, A2  

 Enlist Signature dishes from states of India C1,A2   
 

 
   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 Discuss and communicate the management evolution and how it will affect 

future managers (# PO1, C1, A1)    
 Identify and evaluate social responsibility and ethical issues involved in 

business situations  (# PO5, C2, A 2)  

 Practice the process of management's four functions: planning, organizing, 
leading, and controlling (# PO8, C3, A1)  

 Identify individual and group behavioral patterns and aspects of attention, 
attitude, learning and perception impacting the behaviour (# PO10, C3, A1) 

 

 

 
At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

                                                                                         

 Specify the commonly understood definitions of tourism and tourist (#PO1, 

C1, A1)  

 Identify key industry associations and understand their mandates (# PO2, 
C2, A 2)  

 Gain knowledge about the origins of the tourism industry ((# PO2, C1, A1)  

 Provide an overview of the economic, social, and environmental impacts of 

tourism (# PO6, C3, A1)  

 Familiarize with various aspects of the culture and heritage of India (#PO2, 
C3, A1)  

 Enable to appreciate the underlying unity amidst diversity in all aspects of 
India’s culture (#PO10, C3, A1) 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 Identify the selection criteria for ingredients. C1  

 Demonstrate preparation of the basic Indian gravies and variations of dishes 

made using them. P3 C2  

 Describe about speciality cuisines, staple diets, festival and signature dishes 

of different regions A2 C1  

 Discuss about the various cooking methods used in different regions  

 

 

 

BHM 244 - Advanced Course in Food and Beverage Service  

BHM 246 - Front Office Management - 2  

FBHM 248 - Indian Cuisine   

BHM 250 - Principles of Management 

BHM 254 - Introduction to Indian Cuisine  

BHM 252 - Tourism and Cultural Heritage of India 

BHM 256 - Advance Course in Food and Beverage Service 

 Select correct glassware for beverages [PO #1; C1]  

 Demonstrate service of red, white, and sparkling wine [PO #1; C3]  

 Explain various operational aspects of bar [PO #1; C2]  

 Reproduce the making of selected classic cocktails [PO #1; P3] 

  

 Ability to handle Reservation operations and management 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 

 Understand the Importance of Time and Motion C1  
 Demonstrate the procedures of bed making with the help of time 

and motion study P4 P5  
 Overall development and learning in the housekeeping 

department P4  

 Identify the possible causes of a Fire  
 State the actions to be taken on the discovery of a fire C1  

State the appropriate methods of a firefighting C4 Identify the 

fire detection equipment C1



 
 

 COURSE OUTCOMES
 Fifth Semester  BHM 

 

 

 
 

 
 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Objective of industrial Exposure Training is to provide to students the feel 

of the actual working environment and to gain practical knowledge and 

skills, which in turn will motivate, develop and build their confidence. 

Industrial Training is also expected to provide the students the basis to 

identify their key operational area of interest. (C2)  

 On the job communication- effectively with guests, colleagues and staff 

from other departments of the hotel verbally including on telephone, in 

writing and body language (C2)  

 Actual use of information available discreetly ensuring safety, security and 

privacy of guest, colleagues and organisation (C2) 

 Do hands on practices of computer application (Hotel Management 

System) related to Front Office procedures (C2) 

 Identify the characteristics and benefits of great customer service. (C1) 

 

 

 

 
 

    At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 Express the ability to Perform both safety at work and in the preparation of 

food. (C2, P3, A3) 

 Construct food that is healthy eating and special diets. (C3, P3, A3) 

 Compare the ability to perform simple costing and menu planning and the 

preparation. (C2, P3 A3) 

 Demonstrate the ability to cook and finish of a wide range of commodities 

and dishes. (C3, P3A3) 

 

 

 

   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 Identify hazards in the workplace [PO #1; C4] 

 Describes ways to control hazards at workplace [ PO #1; C5] 

 Explain food safety procedures [PO #1; C2] 

 Summarises the steps involved in providing customer service [PO #1; C2] 

 Comprehends menu styles and designs [PO #1; C2] 

 Recalls the steps involved in service of coffee and other non-alcoholic 

beverages [PO #1; C1] 

 Describe different styles of food and beverage service [PO #1; C1] 

 States the steps involved in handling bills and payment [PO #1; C1] 

 

 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 

 

                                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 
 Know how to identify and control hazards in the workplace 

 Understand risk assessment in the workplace 

 Understand how to maintain a healthy and safe workplace 

 Understand how to provide customer service 

 Be able to provide customer service 

 Understand how to take bookings for guests 

 Understand the main principles of cash handling 

 Know the process for producing guest accounts 

 Be able to handle cash and guest accounts 

 Know how to provide guest arrival and departure services 

 Be able to provide guest arrival and departure services 

 Know how to promote products and services to guests 

 Be able to promote products and services to guests 

 Know how to perform reception office skills 

 Be able to perform reception office skills 

 

 

 
   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 Identify hazards in the workplace [PO #1; C4] 

 Describes ways to control hazards at workplace [ PO #1; C5] 

 Explain the importance of dealing with complaints in a positive manner [PO 

#1; C2] 

 Describe procedures to follow when preparing or maintaining a guest room 

[PO #1; C2] 

 Explain quality checking methods following completion of cleaning routines. 

[PO #1; C2] 

 Describe different linen requirements [PO #1; C2] 

 Explain storage conditions for linen [PO #1; C2] 

 

BHM 343A (Level 2 : 8065) - Diploma in Food Preparation and Cookery City & Guilds Certification (NVQ Level 2)   

BHM 343B (Level 2 : 8066) - Diploma in Food & Beverage Service (City & Guilds Certification (NVQ Level 2) 

BHM 343C (Level 2 : 8067)- Diploma in Reception Services (City & Guilds Certification (NVQ Level 2)   

 

BHM 343D (Level 2 : 8068) - Diploma in Accommodation Services (City & Guilds Certification (NVQ Level 2)   
 

 



 
 

 COURSE OUTCOMES
 Sixth Semester  BHM 

 

 

 
 

 
At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Demonstrate the ability to plan Menu on basis of given resources. (C2, P3)  

 Discuss the historical perspectives & food culture around the world(C2,A2) 

 Differentiate indigenous ingredients, staple foods & signature dishes of the 

popular global cuisines.(C3,A2) 
 

 

    At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Analyse the components of food and beverage revenue and expenses [PO 

#2; C4] 
 Predict food and beverage sales [PO #2; C3] 
 Explain inventory control [PO #1; C2] 

 Calculate food and beverage costs [PO #1; C3] 
 Manipulates food and beverage pricing [PO #1; C3] 

 

 
   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Describe the components of revenue management and pricing.(C1,C2, P1) 

 Explain the benefits of revenue management. (C1,C2)  

 Evaluate historical price/demand data to identify distinct customer 

segments and target them with the right product at the right time 

and at the right price. (C1,C2) 

 Develop demand and revenue forecasts and measure their 

accuracy. (C1,C2) 

 Apply tools and techniques to make revenue management 

decisions in a simulated environment. (C2) 

 

 
 

 At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Review the application of marketing theory to the hospitality industry. (C3) 

 Explain the role of marketing in a diverse range of organisations in the 

hospitality industry. (C2) 

 Use appropriate tools and techniques to design a marketing plan for 

hospitality organisation. (P4, A2) 

 Assess the role of new technologies in marketing hospitality and understand 

their uses as channels of distribution and communication. (C3) 

 Understand the changing nature of global hospitality demand and hence the 

importance of market research and regular new product development. (C2) 

 Obtain, select and analyse relevant data for marketing purposes. (C4) 

 

 
   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 CO1: Demonstrate the applicability of the concept of organizational 

behaviour to understand individual and group behaviour in organizations 

Identify common barriers to communication in organizations (PO4) (C4) 

 CO2: With a particular emphasis on the hospitality industry, students will 

be able to demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of the 

complexities of leading and managing individuals, teams and organizations, 

and acquire practical tools to develop leadership skills.  

 CO3:  To identify and comprehend the elements of the HR function (e.g. – 

recruitment, selection, training and development, etc.) and be familiar with 

each element’s key concepts & terminology. 

 CO4: To apply the principles and techniques of human resource 

management gained through this course while implementing the HR 

function in the real world. 

 CO5: To Examine and evaluate the current issues, trends, practices, and 

processes in HRM in the global context. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

                                                                                                                

 
At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Appreciate and understand and get motivated about entrepreneurship and its 

importance(A3) PO 10 
 Define the basic concepts of entrepreneur and entrepreneurship(C1) PO 1 
 Explain the different characteristics of a successful entrepreneur(C2) PO1 

 Classify entrepreneurs according to different types (C2) PO1 
 Identify myths of entrepreneurship (C2) PO1 

 Explain the different entrepreneurial development models(C2)PO1 
 Recognize  the different problems faced by entrepreneurs( C2) 
   Explain the different capacity building activities for entrepreneurship (C2) 

 Recognize the various business opportunities available in various sectors 
(C1) PO1 

 Identify a business idea for him to pursue (C3)PO7 
 Create  a business plan (PO7) 
 Formulate various steps required for setting up a business (C5)PO9 

 Recognize the various government and non-government institutes that 
support the setting up of business enterprises(C1) PO1 

 Discuss the importance of family business(C2)PO1 
 Classify the types of family business(C2)PO1 
 Discuss the importance of family business History(C2)PO1 

 Explain the succession issues in family business(C2)PO1 
 Discuss the responsibilities and rights of family share holders of  a family 

business (C2)PO6 
 Discuss the pitfalls of family Business(C2)PO6 
 Discuss the importance of women entrepreneurs(C2)PO1 

 Explain the various concepts of family businesses(C2)PO1 
 Discuss the women entrepreneurship environment(C2)PO1 

 Explain the challenges and strategies for development of women 
entrepreneurs(C2)PO6 

 Discuss the details of empowerment of women entrepreneurs(C2)PO1 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Demonstrate the ability to select proper ingredients cooking methods 
according to the regional cuisine.(C3, P3) 

 Discuss the signature dishes with respect to the regional cuisines of the 

world.(C1, P3) 
 

 
 

  At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Summarize the history of wine [PO #1; C2] 
 Distinguish the taste profile of major international and other grape varieties 

[PO #1; C2] 
 Explain the effects of common production methods resulting in different 

flavours and styles [PO #1; C2] 
 Apply principles of food and wine pairing [PO #1; C3] 

 

 

 

 

BHM 344 - Food and Beverage Cost and Inventory Management 

BHM 346 - Revenue Management  

F BHM 348 - Hospitality Sales and Marketing   

BHM 350 - Organizational Behaviour & Human Resource Management  

BHM 354 - Global Cuisine  

BHM 352 - Essentials of entrepreneurship  

BHM 358 - Point of Sale & Materials Management  

 Ability to handle POS operations and management 

 Ability to Manage Materials in an F & B Operation on Purchase, Store and 

Recipe handling.  

 

 

BHM 356 - International Sommelier Guild Certification  

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 



 
 

 COURSE OUTCOMES
 Seventh Semester  

BHM 
 

 

 
 

 
At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 The students should be able to understand and appreciate financial 

management and the need for it in the hospitality industry. PO#1, C4  

 Students should have an idea of different sources of capital available for the 

industry.PO#8,  C6 
 Students should evaluate different capital investment decisions. PO#7, C6 

 Students to get a basic idea of working capital management. PO#1, C6 

 Students understand budgeting as a management control technique and 

outline preparation of different types of budgets. PO#1, C6 

 
 

 

    At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 To identify and examine the legal issues which govern the environment in 

which international hospitality services are provided (# PO1, C1, A1)   
 To provide the learners with a working knowledge of the legal environment  

in the international hospitality industry (# PO2, C2, A 2) 
 To acquire a basic and clear understanding of philosophical ethics (# PO5, 

C3, A1) 

 To understand the principles of moral decision-making in global business 
(# PO5, C3, A1) 

 To understand the concept of corporate social responsibility (# PO1, C1, 
A1)   

 To acquire ethical frameworks, so as to attack moral problems critically and 

comprehensively (#PO6, C3, A1) 
 

 
   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Describe the features of retail sector (PO5, C1) 
 Elaborate   the various components of flight catering (PO6, C1) 

 Comprehend the Facility planning process (PO7, C2) 
 Explain the planning and execution of events. (PO8, C2) 
 Describe the special characteristics of resort operations. (PO8, C1)  

 

 
 

 At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Describe the role and importance of digital marketing in a rapidly changing 
business landscape (#PO1; C1) 

 Discuss the key elements of a digital marketing strategy (#PO1;C2) 
 Illustrate how the effectiveness of a digital marketing campaign can be 

measured (#PO8; C2, P7) 

 Infer advanced practical skills in common digital marketing tools such as 
SEO, SEM, Social media and Blogs (#PO6, #PO7; C4) 
 

 
   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 
 Demonstrate ability to identify various types of flowers and plants. 
 Demonstrate ability to design theme-based flower arrangement 
 Demonstrate ability to use PMS for housekeeping functions 

 Appreciate the importance of noise control, air conditioning and lighting in 
hotels  

 

 
At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 Demonstrate skills of preparing event based food products.(P4) 
 Demonstrate ability to prepare theme based menu. (P4) 

 Describe legal and financial requirements in commercial food 
establishments.(C2) 

 Demonstrate ability to lead and perform with in the team.(P4) 

 

 

 
 

   

 

 

 

 

BHM 443 -  Hotel Law & Ethics 

BHM 445 - Allied  Hospitality Management  

F BHM 447 - Digital Marketing   

BHM 449.1 - Accommodations Management (Program Elective - 1) 

BHM 449.2 - Culinary Management (Program Elective - 1) 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 

BHM 449.3 - Food & Beverage Management (Program Elective – 1) 

 

BHM 449.4 - Front Office Management (Program Elective – 1) 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Understand the mise-en-place for various Gueridon preparations and 

college events. 
 Learn the preparation of various items on Gueridon through 

demonstration and practice. 

 Specialized Service of Gueridon preparation. 
  Enumerate the safety procedures while handling Flambé Trolley and 

equipments of food and beverage service for college events. 
 Claim an insight to the various trolleys used in Food & Beverage 

Service operations 

 Identify and explain the basic preparations of classical dishes 

including flambé 

 Understand the role and function of the Front of Office (C1) 

 Understand the importance of communication and knowledge of guests 

background (C2) 

 Know the procedures for checking in guests (C3) 

 Know how to deal with the departure of guests (C4) 

 Know how to deal with guest requests during their stay (C5) 

 

 



 
 

 COURSE OUTCOMES
 Eighth Semester  BHM 

 

 

 
 

 
At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 CO1: Demonstrate knowledge of research processes (PO #1; C3) 

 CO2: Perform literature reviews using print and online databases and 

employ American Psychological Association (APA) formats for citations of 

print and electronic materials  ( PO# 1, PO#9 ; C5) 
 CO3: Describe sampling methods, measurement scales, techniques and 

appropriate uses of each (PO#1, C3) 
 CO4: Construct a suitable questionnaire for their dissertation study (PO#9  ; 

C3) 

 CO5: Integrate the information to design an appropriate study for 
dissertation (PO#9 ; C5) 

 

    At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 Critical Thinking: demonstrate critical thinking skills in relation to 
environmental affairs  (PO#1;C3, P3) 

 Communication: demonstrate knowledge and application of communication 
skills and the ability to write effectively in a variety of contexts. ( PO 

#10;C5, A2) 
 Interdisciplinary Synthesis: demonstrate an ability to integrate the many 

disciplines and fields that intersect with environmental concerns. ( PO #8; 

C4, A3) 
 Ecological Literacy: demonstrate an awareness, knowledge, and 

appreciation of the intrinsic values of ecological processes and 
communities. (PO#1; C2, A3) 

 Sustainability: demonstrate an integrative approach to environmental issues 

with a focus on sustainability. (PO#3,PO#10;C3, P4, A4) 

 
   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Analyse the meaning and influences guiding the decisions and behavior of 

culturally-driven phenomenon. (#PO6;C4) 
 Identify the individual influence on decision making and consumption. 

(#PO1; C1) 

 Relate internal dynamics such as personality and motivation to the choices 
consumers make. (#PO1; C2) 

 Relate group dynamics and the relative influence of various group members 
to the choices made by groups of people. (#PO1;C2) 

 Evaluate the influence of culture and subculture on consumer consumption 

preferences. (#PO6;C6) 
 Appraise the applicability of consumer behavior theories to interpreting 

why consumers behave as they do. (#PO8;C6) 
 Assess the components and stages of the individual decision-making 

process. ((#PO1; C2) 

 Assess the components and stage of the group decision-making process. 
(#PO1; C2) 

 Demonstrate a high proficiency of critical thinking through interpretation, 
evaluation, and presentation of marketing concepts (orally and in writing), 
current events or other data sets. (C3) 

 

 
 

 At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Describes the Strategic Management Process (PO5, C1) 
 Elaborates the various components of internal and external business 

environment. (PO6, C1) 

 Comprehends the strategic direction process (PO7, C2) 
 Explains the various components of competitive analysis. (PO8, C2) 

 List the various business level and corporate level strategies (PO8, C1) 

 

 
   At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 Investigate the business problems or address real issues faced in day to 

today operation of tourism and hospitality business using a systematic 
research process #PO 9 (C4, C3) 

 Design a scientific research protocol to solve various problems faced by the 

service providers of hospitality and tourism industry #PO8(C5 )  
 Demonstrate skills in employing various statistical methods to analyse 

research data #PO8(C2) 

 Demonstrate the ability to write a research article or a technical research 

report independently #PO8 (C2)  
 

 
                                                                                                       

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Demonstrate ability to create theme-based décor plan. (P4) 

 Demonstrate ability to lead and perform with in the team. (P4)  

 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 
 

 Demonstrate skills of preparing event based food products.(P4) 

 Demonstrate ability to prepare theme based menu. (P4) 

 Describe legal and financial requirements in commercial food 

establishments.(C2) 

 Demonstrate ability to lead and perform with in the team.(P4) 

 

 

 

 

BHM 444 - Environmental Studies 

BHM 446 - Consumer Behavior 

 

BHM 448 - Consumer Behavior 

 

BHM 452 - Business and Research Project 

 

BHM 454.2 Culinary Management (Program Elective – 2) 

 

BHM 454.3 Food & Beverage Management (Program Elective -2) (BHM 155) 

BHM 454.1 Accommodations Management (Program Elective – 2) 

 Understand the mise-en-place for various Gueridon preparations and college 

events. 

 Learn the preparation of various items on Gueridon through demonstration 

and practice. 

 Specialized Service of Gueridon preparation. 

 Enumerate the safety procedures while handling Flambé Trolley and 

equipments of food and beverage service for college events. 

 Claim an insight to the various trolleys used in Food & Beverage Service 

operations 

 Identify and explain the basic preparations of classical dishes including 

flambé 

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

BHM 454.4 Front Office Management (Program Elective – 2)  

 

At the end of this course, students should be able to- 

 

 Shop floor use various forms, formats and registers maintained in the 

front office department of a large hotel in paper form or on the PMS 
(C2)  

 On the job communication- effectively with guests, colleagues and staff 

from other departments of the hotel verbally including on telephone, in 
writing and body language (C2)  

 Actual use of information available discreetly ensuring safety, security 
and privacy of guest, colleagues and organisation (C2) 

 Do hands on practices of computer application (Hotel Management 

System) related to Front Office procedures (C2) 

 Identify the characteristics and benefits of great customer service. (C1) 


